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A BSTRACT: This study investigates the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
(POD) combined with Radial Basis Functions (RBF) and Response Surface
Method (RSM) based metamodels to appreciate the influence of the system
parameters on elastically-mounted test cylinder (TC) behavior excited by water cross-flow. The TC mass, stiffness and damping coefficients and excitation forces are chosen as the design parameters. System responses at selected
training points are obtained by full, two-dimensional model simulations using
Computational Fluid Dynamics. Obtained results show that POD-RBF metamodel has good accuracy to predict the system parameters, which is not timedependent, whereas the RSM metamodel can reconstruct the time-dependent
TC movement trajectory with high precision.
K EY WORDS : cross-flow, metamodeling, radial basis function, response surface method, proper orthogonal decomposition, vibration.

1

I NTRODUCTION

The cross-flow-induced vibrations in tube arrays have been a significant influence
on different engineering applications. The characteristics of tube responses on the
flow are strongly dependent on the bundle geometry, the tube mechanical properties,
the surrounding media, the flow velocity and other aspects. Therefore, every type of
systems needs a separate investigation of the parameter impact. The full numerical
modeling or physical experiments could be time-consuming and costly to do parametric studies.
The numerical models that can get the accurate input-output maps in online regime
instead of computationally expensive Finite Element or Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations have increasing importance in a lot of engineering fields.
For example, model reduction methods are applied to predict the aerodynamic flow
fields [1], to validate the ship maneuvering simulation models [2], to simulate gas
explosions [3], in several geotechnical engineering fields [4, 5] or to study vortex induced vibrations [6]. Metamodeling is one way how to obtain fast simulation tools
∗
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for complex systems providing an accurate, low-cost function estimation. In this paper, the metamodeling is defined as a mathematical approximation to represent the
characteristic behavior of the system and not to investigate the physical aspects of it.
A wide range of model reduction methods have been used to create metamodels,
for example, Filho et al. [6] used a Kriging data fitting approximation to minimize
the vortex-induced vibrations, the transfer matrix metamodel is introduced by Son
and Savage [7] to work with time-varying input vectors, Braatz and Hisken [3] used
Response Surface Method (RSM) to construct the gas explosion simulations. Metamodel approaches are convenient for optimization and inverse analysis problems, for
example, Kato and Funazaki [8] applied Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD)
combined with Radial Basis Functions (RBF’s) to optimize the aerodynamic shape
of the engine turbine, the wind-turbine optimization is done by Sessarego et al. [1],
Hamim and Singh [9] used POD-RBF approach to do inverse analysis for identifying nonlinear burger model parameters. POD with Extended Radial Basis Function
(POD-ERBF) which allows increase accuracy of metamodels for both linear and nonlinear problems is formulated by Khaledi et al. [4]. Metamodels can be implemented
in applications for uncertainty quantification, reliability analysis, signal processing,
system parameter estimation and many others.
In this paper, POD-RBF and RSM are used as methods to analyse the flowinduced vibrations in the tube bundle due to the water cross-flow. Metamodels are
used to investigate the model parameter influence on the elastically-mounted test
cylinder (TC) oscillation amplitudes and dominant frequencies as well to explore
time-dependent excitation forces influence on the vibration trajectory of the TC. The
mechanical properties of the TC are described by the mass, support stiffness and
damping.
Large and small amplitude vibrations simulated by CFD were used to train the
metamodels. The sample points are selected by Latin Hypercube sampling approach.
Four radial basis functions were investigated to find the most appropriate for predictions of the TC behavior due to the flow-structure interaction. The second-order
polynomial response surface approximation is applied to obtain the time-dependent
fast simulation tool. The time-dependent metamodeling could be useful for the monitoring and diagnostics of the system.
2

P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION

In this paper is explored a single, elastically-mounted cylinder (TC) behavior in turbulent water cross-flow. For simplicity, the 2D problem is analysed. The TC is placed
in a closely-packed, fixed cylinder bundle with the triangular arrangement. The cylinder bank is inserted in the rectangular channel. Mathematically the analysed TC
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motion due to the cross-flow can describe as the mass-spring-damper system:
(1)

Mq̈q + Cq̇q + Kqq = Q ,

where q is a vector of generalized coordinates (qq T = [x1 , x2 ]), Q is a vector of
QT = [F1 , F2 ]) and dot denotes time derivatives. Matrices M, C
generalized forces (Q
and K contain the TC mass, damping and stiffness coefficients, respectively.
As excitation forces Q are not known, the CFD approach is applied to numerically
find the corresponding values of forces having in mind both the fluid and the structure
impact.
There are developed two kinds of metamodels: static and time-dependent. For
static case, the relationship between the TC mass, stiffness and damping and corresponding vibration amplitudes and frequencies are investigated. The time-dependent
excitation force impact on the TC motion trajectory is studied with the transit case.
3

T HE P ROPOSED M ETHODOLOGY FOR M ETAMODELING

The goal of the metamodeling is to find the fast simulation tool that should be used
instead of time-consuming CFD simulations. As a model order reduction method,
it is chosen POD and for responses function approximation is used RBF and RSM
approaches.
3.1

P ROPER ORTHOGONAL DECOMPOSITION

The POD is a robust approach of data processing to obtain a low-dimensional approximation of some high-dimensional problem over a domain of interest. The known
input-output relationships of the system are used to make the model reduction.
The most frequently used POD methods are the Principal Component Analyses,
the Karhunen–Loeve Decomposition and the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).
All these methods are refereeing to the same mathematics, and they are equivalent
[10]. In this paper, the POD is realized by SVD which find the basis vectors collected
in the matrix Φ satisfying the POD requirement in the sample space.
Using SVD the response matrix Y can decompose keeping only K important
singular values as
(2)

1
2
Y = VK
SK V K

T

,

1 is the matrix of the left singular vectors, V2 is the matrix of the right
where VK
K
singular vectors, and SK is the matrix of the K singular values. Based on [8], using
1 .
the SVD method the matrix Φ̄ = VK
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The number of important singular values founds utilizing the coefficient of relative significance pi for each value [11]
s2
pi = PN i

(3)

2
j=1 sj

,

i = 1, . . . , N,

where N is a number of samples, s is a singular value. The dominance of the singular
values is determined by equalizing the sum of coefficients with some limit (4). In the
present case, the limit is chosen to be 0.99, and only one dominant singular value is
used
K
X

(4)

pi > 0.99 .

i=1

As mentioned by Son and Savage [7] the number of selected dominant singular
values is only one of the possible cause of errors applying SVD method. The important role to reduce the error is the number of sampling points. In the time-dependent
cases, the selected time step for input and responses functions has an impact on the
prediction accuracy as well.
3.2

R ADIAL BASES FUNCTION

x) defined over
RBF is used to construct an approximation of continuous function f (x
the whole domain by interpolation between the existing data [12]. The approximation
as a linear combination of a radially symmetric function can be written as
x) ≈
fˆ(x

(5)

N
X

x),
αi gi (x

i=1

x) are radial basis functions. The
where αi are interpolation coefficients, and gi (x
interpolation fit is strongly influenced by the choice of the radial function. In this
Table 1. Analysed radial basis functions
RBF
Spline type
Linear
Cubic spline
Multiquadric
Gaussian
∗
x − x j k.
r is Euclidean norm, r = kx

∗

gi (rr )

r n , n is odd
rn
3
√ r
1 + r2
e−rr
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study examined basis functions are summarized in Table 1. The radially symmetric
functions are based on Euclidean distance r. Following the theory, RBF should show
good fitting of both deterministic and stochastic responses.
3.3

POD-RBF METAMODEL

The combination of POD and RBF leads to metamodel presented by Buljak [12]
which gives a continuous approximation of the system over the chosen design space.
The snapshot matrix X is generated by input vectors for which the values of approximation function are known and are stored in the matrix Y. After obtaining responses
using a full numerical or mathematical model or physical experiments, POD basis
Φ can compute. The matrix Φ is truncated keeping only K columns (significant
singular values) to compute the corresponding amplitude matrix:
Ā = Φ̄T X .

(6)

Using RBF interpolation method (examples see in Table 1) and collecting results
in the matrix G, the coefficients of interpolation can be calculated
(7)

B = G−1 ĀT

T

.

The general formula for the approximation of the arbitrary design parameter vector x can be obtained by
(8)

x) ≈ Φ̄ · B · g(x
x) ,
ŷy (x

where ŷ is the corresponding approximated value for the observed value y .
3.4

R ESPONSE SURFACE MODEL

Constructing metamodel using RSM, the relationship between responses and inputs
can approximate by polynomial models. Madsen et al. [13] conclude that due to the
complexity of the numerical modelling the noise in CFD results is inevitable. Based
on [14], the second-order polynomial (9) is used as the response surface because of
its robustness to numerical noise.
(9)

x ) = β0 +
ŷy (x

N
X
i=1

β i xi +

N
−1
X

N
X

βij xi xj ,

i=1 j=i+1

where β is the coefficient of the polynomial. The coefficients are found by minimizing the sum of squared errors using the ordinary least squares equations [15].
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M ODEL VALIDATION

Two different metrics, R2 and leave-k-out cross-validation, are used to provide an
estimation of the metamodel accuracy. The coefficient of determination, R2 is used
to set the fit of the metamodel. The R2 is obtained as
P
(yy i − ŷi )2
MSE
2
(10)
R =1− P
2 = 1 − Variance ,
(yy i − ȳi )
where ȳ is the mean value of the observed responses y . MSE (Mean Square Error)
represents the departure of the metamodel from the full model, the variance shows
how irregular the problem is [14]. If the model perfectly predicts the responses, then
R2 = 1.
The leave-k-out cross-validation approach is applied to avoid additional full numerical computations for metamodel validation. Based on Meckesheimer et al. [16]
study, k = 1 is suggested for low-order and RBF metamodels. Kalnins et al. [17] described the sigma cross-validation percentage error σcr% to avoid the overestimation
of the prediction error
r
1 P
(ŷ−i − y i )2
N
(11)
σcr% = 100%
,
1 P
yi
N
where ŷ−i is the predicted approximation without the sample point i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N ).
It is assumed that the metamodel has acceptable accuracy if the sigma cross-validation
percentage error is less than 10%.
3.6

E XPERIMENTAL PLAN

The Design of Experiment method is applied to select sampling points in the design
space. The sampling methods can divide into two groups: classical and space-filling
methods. The classical designs are developed for physical experiments in origin. As
reported by Jin et al. [14], for deterministic computer analysis space-filling designs
should be applied to process all areas of the design space equally.
For the RBF approach, the impact of sample size on average accuracy and robustness is the smallest compared to other approximation methods [14]. In this study, for
static metamodels are chosen 20 sample points in the three-dimensional design space.
For transient metamodel is used two-dimensional space with 20 training points.
To select sampling points the Latin hypercube sampling [18] is chosen. As mentioned by Sessarego et al. [1], the Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) provides a uniform distribution of points in the entire space and on projected axes. Furthermore,
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LHS can generate an experimental plan for any number of points. The mean square
error is used as a space-filling criterion to increase the quality of the experimental
plan.
4

F ULL N UMERICAL M ODELLING OF THE S YSTEM B EHAVIOUR

The two-dimensional CFD simulations are done to find the excitation forces and the
TC vibration amplitudes and frequencies due to the water cross-flow. An open source
CFD software OpenFOAM 2.4.x is used to solve differential equations numerically.
An arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian framework which combines Lagrangian approach
for solid parts and Eulerian formulation for fluid regions is utilized for modeling of
the fluid-structure interaction process, which characterizes fluid dynamics, structural
dynamics and mesh dynamics [6] in the coupled system.
4.1

N UMERICAL I MPLEMENTATION

The turbulent, incompressible water cross-flow in the cylinder bundle is modeled
using unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (unsteady RANS) equations. As
Reynolds number at channel inlet is 1.13 × 104 , the turbulence should be considered.
The following two-equation turbulence models are utilized: standard k-epsilon and
k-omega SST.
PIMPLE algorithm realizes the pressure-velocity coupling for time-dependent
simulations. The chosen time step corresponds to at least 500 calculation steps per
oscillation period. In the literature, for example [19], the suggested resolution is 100
steps per cycle. Therefore, the time step could not affect the calculation results.
The TC is placed in the middle of the fourth row of the cylinder bundle. The pitchto-diameter ratio (P/d) is 1.1. The TC has two degrees-of-freedom: it can move only
in an x1 –x2 plane without rotational movement, see (1). The motion of the TC is
modelled using OpenFOAM built-in six degree-of-freedom solver. The pimpleDyMFoam OpenFOAM solver is utilized for time-dependent simulations. The TC has two
springs and two dashpots one for each (x1 and x2 ) direction. The schematic representation of the analysed system is shown in Fig. 1. The characteristic of the TC
vibrations is determined by three design parameters: TC mass, stiffness and damping
coefficients.
The TC boundary represents the interface between the fluid and solid domain,
see Fig. 1. The TC movements deform the mesh only in the fluid domain and at a
certain distance from the interface. The ring-shaped area is defined around the TC to
avoid the mesh deformation impact on calculation results due to the cell size changes
in the boundary layer. In this ring area, the cells cannot be shrunk or expanded.
The updated position of the moving mesh points is calculated by Laplace’s equation
modifying mesh after each time step.

move only in an x1-x2 plane without rotational movement, see (1). The motion of
the TC is modelled using OpenFOAM built-in six degree-of-freedom solver. The
pimpleDyMFoam OpenFOAM solver is utilized for time-dependent simulations.
The TC has two springs and two dashpots one for each (x1 and x2) direction. The
schematic representation of the analysed system is shown in Fig. 1. The
characteristic of the TC vibrations is determined by three design parameters: TC
mass, stiffness and damping coefficients.
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Fig. 1. Array configuration with a single, elastically-mounted cylinder TC, the direction of
stream flow U , the cylinder
d, the pitch
P , the stiffness coefficient k and
the
Fig. 1. Arrayfreeconfiguration
withdiameter
a single,
elastically-mounted
cylinder
TC, the
damping coefficient c.
direction of free stream flow U, the cylinder diameter d, the pitch P, the stiffness
coefficient k and
the damping coefficient c.
4.2 C OMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN

The Cartesian coordinate system is defined as follows: the x -axis points in the di-

1
The TC boundary
the isinterface
between
theThe
fluid
rection of the represents
flow and the x2 -axis
in the perpendicular
direction.
centerand
of thesolid domain,
TC TC
is in the
origin of the coordinate
see Fig. 1. The
movements
deformsystem.
the mesh only in the fluid domain and at a
Weaver
and
El-Kashlan
[20]
experimental
results showarea
that at is
least
six rows are
certain distance from the interface. The ring-shaped
defined
around the TC
recommended in the tube array to study flow-induced vibrations. In this study, the
to avoid the mesh
deformation
impact
calculation
resultscan
due
to the cell size
computational
domain contains
cylinderon
bundle
with 8 rows, therefore,
assume
that boundary
the number of layer.
rows doesIn
not this
affect ring
the TC area,
behaviorthe
in thecells
bundle.cannot
Each rowbe shrunk or
changes in the

contains five cylinders. The bundle is placed in rectangular channel 11 diameters
of the TC after the inlet boundary and 41 d of the TC before the outlet boundary
(see Fig. 1). The computational domain is discretized by quadrilateral cells. The
maximum non-dimensional distance y + from the wall to the first mesh node is from
12.5 till 41.5.
4.3

B OUNDARY AND INITIAL CONDITIONS

The inflow water velocity U is constant, at the middle of the channel it is 1.42 m/s.
Constant pressure p̄ is applied at the channel outlet. It is assumed that the turbulence
intensity level in the channel is 5%. The standard OpenFOAM wall functions are
applied on the domain walls (cylinders and channel walls) for the turbulence kinetic
energy kt , the rate of dissipation of turbulence energy εt , the turbulent viscosity νt

8
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Table 2. Boundary conditions (BC)
Boundary name

Dirichlet BC

von Neumann BC

Wall functions

Inlet
Outlet
Walls

U , kt , εt , ω
p̄
U

p̄
U , kt , εt , ω
p̄

kt , εt , ω

and the specific rate of dissipation ω. Non-slip condition for velocity on the fixed
cylinders and the channel top and bottom walls is used. The boundary conditions are
summarized in Table 2.
The quasi-steady-state calculations in the fixed cylinder array with RANS approach have been done to obtain the initial conditions for the time-dependent simulations. During the RANS simulations, the impact of the main calculation parameters
such as boundary conditions, turbulence models and cell size were studied as well.
The quasi-static case was used for CFD model verification comparing modeled pressure drop in the channel with experimentally measured values [21]. The SIMPLE
algorithm was applied to carry out the pressure-velocity coupling. Built-in OpenFOAM solver simpleFoam was used to solve differential equations.
5
5.1

R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
R ESPONSE VALUES

The LHS experimental plan determines 20 points in design space where the CFD results should be obtained with different combinations of design variables. The simulations were parallelized on the computational cluster due to the numerical complexity,
the number of cases and time-consuming computations.
For the large amplitude vibrations (till 10% of the TC diameter, d), the input
parameters are in the following ranges: m ∈ [0.08957, 0.0989], k ∈ [29.78 ×
104 , 32.91 × 104 ], c ∈ [4.94, 5.46]. The lifetime of the system is assumed to be
10 oscillation periods.
The main vibrations are observed in the x2 -direction (perpendicular to the flow)
which can be until 10-times larger than in x1 -direction in analysed cases. The movement of the TC creates an elliptic trajectory.
Small amplitude vibrations (till 0.05% of d) are modelled by the following ranges
of design parameters: m ∈ [0.1433, 0.1575], k ∈ [49.75 × 103 , 55.28 × 103 ], c ∈
[38, 42]. The lifetime is three oscillation periods. Similarly, as in the large amplitude
case, the dominant oscillations are perpendicular to the flow.
The output vectors contain the maximum amplitudes and the dominant frequencies in x1 and x2 -direction when quasi-stationary oscillations are reached. The equi-
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librium point in x1 -direction is shifted toward the flow direction.
In average, the computation of one time-dependent case until a steady oscillation
cycle takes approximately 20 days on 16 cluster cores.
5.2

M ETAMODEL WITH STATIC INPUTS

The POD-RBF approach is applied for the development of the static metamodel case
to estimate the influence of each design parameter. The snapshot matrix X contains
three design variables: mass, stiffness and damping coefficients at 20 sample points:


m1 m2 · · · m20


(12)
X =  k1 k2 · · · k20  .
c1

c2

···

c20

The damping and stiffness coefficients are equivalent in x1 - and x2 -directions.
Corresponding responses: maximum amplitudes A and dominant frequencies f
in both directions are collected in the matrix Y
 1

Ax1 A2x1 · · · A20
x1
 1

Ax2 A2x2 · · · A20
x2 

.
(13)
Y= 1
2
20 
 fx1 fx1 · · · fx1 
1
fx2

2
fx2

···

20
fx2

The cross-validation percentage errors comparison of results from RBF metamodels with different basis functions is summarized in Table 3 and Table 4.
From Table 3 follows that large amplitude oscillations responses better predict
multiquadric basis function, on average σcr% = 6.94%. In cases with a linear and
Gaussian approximations, the errors are around 10%. The worst results show cubic
spline basis function. All analysed basis functions have an error smaller than 10%
except cubic spline in the case with small amplitude vibrations (see Table 4). The
Table 3. Comparison of cross-validation percentage error σcr% of metamodels with different
radial basis functions (static metamodel, large amplitude vibrations)

Ax1
Ax2
fx1
fx2
Mean

Linear

Cubic spline

Gaussian

Multiquadric

9.38%
12.05%
9.71%
9.79%
10.23%

17.83%
16.26%
25.93%
22.31%
20.58%

7.89%
8.75%
12.06%
11.56%
10.07%

4.94%
8.07%
7.62%
7.15%
6.94%
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Table 4. Comparison of cross-validation percentage error σcr% of metamodels with different
radial basis functions (static metamodel, small amplitude vibrations)

Ax1
Ax2
fx1
fx2
Mean

Linear

Cubic spline

Gaussian

Multiquadric

8.15%
8.01%
7.61%
9.95%
8.43%

15.99%
19.61%
17.79%
19.47%
18.21%

8.58%
9.70%
8.63%
9.86%
9.19%

24.39%
4.01%
2.52%
6.72%
9.41%

multiquadric function gives the smallest errors except for the prediction of the amplitude in the flow direction. On average, the higher accuracy has linear approximation.
RSM method gives very inaccurate approximation in investigated cases.
The design variable values are varied by 10% to estimate the influence of parameters on the results. The TC mass increasing leads to 12.4% decreasing in the
dominant oscillation frequency. The mass influence is smaller on the TC maximum
amplitudes; -2.8% and -8.8% depending on direction. The stiffness coefficient increasing mainly affects the maximum vibration amplitudes by 9.1% and 18.0% decreasing. The influence on dominant frequencies is non-negligible. The damping
coefficient has the same impact on both the dominant frequencies and the maximum
amplitudes decreasing values of about 5%.
5.3

M ETAMODEL WITH TIME - DEPENDENT INPUTS

Dynamics of the system is investigated by the time-dependent metamodel developed
by both RSM and POD-RBF techniques. In the transient case, the matrix X contains
vectors with time-dependent excitation forces in both direction for 10 and 3 oscillation cycles depending on amplitude size:
 x1 x1
  x2 x2

x1
x2 T
(14)
x i = Ft1
Ft2 · · · Ftn
, Ft1 Ft2 · · · Ftn
i = 1, 2, . . . , 20 ,
where n is the total number of uniformly distributed time samples.
As responses are saved the TC oscillation coordinates (in the plane) at corresponding time steps

 
T
(15)
y i = x1t1 x1t2 · · · x1tn , x2t1 x2t2 · · · x2tn
,
i = 1, 2, . . . , 20 .
The R2 values are used to estimate time-dependent metamodels accuracy. The
obtained results of large amplitude vibrations are summarized in Table 5. The average, the minimum and the maximum values of R2 in the analyzed design space are
presented. The RSM approximations give the very good results, in the worst case
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Table 5. R2 values of different metamodels, large amplitude vibrations
R2

Linear

Cubic spline

Gaussian

Multiquadric

RSM

Average
Maximum
Minimum

0.938
0.998
0.778

0.878
0.999
0.579

0.018
0.077
0.001

0.880
0.995
0.628

0.997
0.999
0.987

Table 5. R2 values of different metamodels, large amplitude vibrations
RR22 = 0.987. From
POD-RBF approach,
behavior of the
TC predicts the
Linear
Cubic the better
Gaussian
Multiquadric
RSM
linear spline (on average R2 = 0.938).
The
Gaussian
approximation
is
not
applicaspline
ble for analysed situations. The comparison of typical approximations and the CFD
Average
0.938
0.878
0.018
0.880
0.997
simulation of the TC movement trajectories normalized by cylinder diameter d are
Maximum
0.995
shown in Fig. 2.0.998
In the left graph,0.999
the metamodel is0.077
build using RSM with
a second 0.999
Minimum
0.778
0.628
order-polynomial
approximation. 0.579
In the right side 0.001
is POD-RBF model
with linear 0.987
spline approximation.

Fig. 2. Comparison of predicted and calculated normalized trajectories of the TC in the

Fig. 2.case
Comparison
of predicted
normalized
trajectories
of the TC in
of large amplitude
vibrations. and
Left –calculated
RSM metamodel;
right – POD-RBF
with linear
approximation.
the case
of large amplitude vibrations. Left – RSM metamodel; right – POD-RBF
with linear approximation.
Table 6 contains the corresponding R2 values of small amplitude vibrations. It
can be seen, that all chosen basis functions in2 small amplitude cases, normalized TC

Table 6 contains the corresponding R values of small amplitude vibrations. It
can be seen, that all chosen basis functions in small amplitude cases, normalized TC
trajectories predict better than large amplitude vibrations. There exist cases when R2
> 0.999. At the same time, there are places in the design space where the accuracy
is much lower, for example, R2 = 0.437.
Table 6. R2 values of different metamodels, small amplitude vibrations
R2
Linear
Cubic
Gaussian
Multiquadric
RSM
spline
Average
0.975
0.988
0.748
0.952
0.997
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Table 6. R2 values of different metamodels, small amplitude vibrations
R2

Linear

Cubic spline

Gaussian

Multiquadric

RSM

Average
Maximum
Minimum

0.975
1.0
0.626

0.988
1.0
0.822

0.748
0.999
0.013

0.952
1.0
0.437

0.997
1.0
0.954

trajectories predict better than large amplitude vibrations. There exist cases when
R2 > 0.999. At the same time, there are places in the design space where the accuracy is much lower, for example, R2 = 0.437.
3 shows
examples
normalized trajectories
of small
amplitude
vibration.
Fig. 3Figure
shows
examples
of ofnormalized
trajectories
of small
amplitude
vibration.
In
the
left
side,
the
comparison
of
CFD
and
RSM
metamodel
is
presented.
The
the left side, the comparison of CFD and RSM metamodel is presented.
The
example of the cubic spline approximation is illustrated in the right graph.

In
example of the cubic spline approximation is illustrated in the right graph.

Fig. 3. Comparison of predicted and calculated normalized trajectories of the TC in the case

Fig. 3.ofComparison
predicted
calculated
trajectories
of the TC in
small amplitudeof
vibrations.
Left and
– RSM
metamodel;normalized
right – POD-RBF
with cubic spline
the case
of small amplitude vibrations. Left – RSM metamodel; right – POD-RBF
approximation.
with cubic spline approximation.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

The fast simulation tool is developed based on metamodeling approach to predict
the behavior of the single elastically-mounted cylinder in the fixed cylinder array
excited by water cross-flow. Two methodologies are applied to obtain the
metamodels: Proper Orthogonal Decomposition-Radial Basis function with four
different basis functions and Response Surface Method with a second-order
polynomial approximation. The Computational Fluid Dynamics solvers are utilized
to obtain the full model responses at given training points founded by Latin
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C ONCLUSIONS

The fast simulation tool is developed based on metamodeling approach to predict
the behavior of the single elastically-mounted cylinder in the fixed cylinder array excited by water cross-flow. Two methodologies are applied to obtain the metamodels:
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition-Radial Basis function with four different basis
functions and Response Surface Method with a second-order polynomial approximation. The Computational Fluid Dynamics solvers are utilized to obtain the full
model responses at given training points founded by Latin Hypercube Sampling plan.
Three design parameters: the TC mass, stiffness and damping parameters are used to
characterize the system. The values of parameters are varied by 10% to explore its
influence on responses.
For the time-independent design variables (mass, stiffness and damping), the
POD-RBF metamodels give better approximation comparing to the RSM metamodel.
The cross-validation error of the responses (maximum amplitudes and dominant frequencies in both directions) for large amplitude vibrations of the TC with multiquadric basis function is 6.94%. For small amplitude vibrations, the error is 8.43%
using linear spline approximation. In both cases, the cubic spline gives the most
significant error of 20.58% and 18.21% respectively.
The increasing of the TC mass by 10% leads to decreasing of the dominant oscillation frequency by 12.4%. The mass influence on the TC maximum amplitudes
is smaller: till 8.8%. The stiffness coefficient mainly affects the maximum vibration amplitudes decreasing it by 9.1% and 18.0%. The damping coefficient has the
same impact on both the dominant frequencies and the maximum amplitudes (approximately 5% reduction).
The time history of the excitation force depending on the TC mass, stiffness and
damping is used as input to predict the TC movement trajectory in time. It can be
concluded that comparing the R2 values the POD-RBF metamodels give unstable
results in the analyzed design space. The coefficient of determination deviates very
strongly depending on the point in the design space, for example from 0.013 to 0.999.
Using the RSM technique can achieve more stable predictions. All predicted cases
are in the range between 0.954 and 1.0.
The metamodeling is a robust approach to obtain a tool to predict the mass-springdamper system behavior in cross-flow-induced vibrations with acceptable accuracy,
and it gives a significant reduction of the computational time and cost. For one timedependent CFD simulation is needed approximately 20 days on 16 cores computational cluster while metamodeling takes a few seconds on the desktop PC. For the
future investigation, the time-dependent metamodeling should be evolved to obtain
the fast simulation tool applicable to the monitoring of the system.

Sabine Upnere
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